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Summary

Thawing permafrost can stimulate microbial activity, leading to faster decomposition of formerly preserved organic matter and CO2 release. Detailed knowledge about the vertical distribution of the responsible microbial community that is changing with increasing soil depth is limited. In this study, we determined the microbial community composition of cores sampled in a high Arctic heath at Svalbard, Norway; spanning from the active layer (AL) into the permafrost layer (PL). A special aim has been on identifying a layer of recently thawed soil, the transition zone (TZ), which might provide new insights into the fate of thawing permafrost. A unique sampling strategy allowed us to observe a diverse and gradually shifting microbial community in the AL, a Bacteroidetes dominated community in the TZ and throughout the PL, a community strongly dominated by a single Actinobacteria family (Intrasporangiaceae). The contrasting abundances of these two taxa caused a community difference of about 60%, just within 3 cm from TZ to PL. We incubated subsamples at about 5°C and measured highest CO2 production rates under aerobic incubations, yet contrasting for five different layers and correlating to the microbial community composition. This high resolution strategy provides new insights on how microbial communities are structured in permafrost and a better understanding of how they respond to thaw.

Introduction

Permafrost constitutes 25% of Earth’s terrestrial surface and stores a vast amount of buried, ancient carbon (C) equaling about half of the global belowground soil organic matter (SOM) pool (Hugelius et al., 2014). The current warming in the Arctic is therefore of special concern, as this may trigger increased microbial activity, leading to faster decomposition of formerly preserved organic matter and release of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) (Schuur et al., 2009; Grosse et al., 2011; Mackelprang et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2016).

Permafrost thaw has expanded dramatically across the Arctic, as measured by the increasing extent of active layer thickness in the soil (Jorgenson et al., 2001; Åkerman and Johansson, 2008; Romanovsky et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 2014). The active layer (AL) is the upper part of the permafrost, undergoing seasonal freezing–thawing cycles, while the permafrost layer (PL) remains constantly frozen throughout the year. Together, this is the underlying reason for the microbial differences between those layers (Jansson and Taş, 2014).

Several studies of Arctic permafrost have shown a higher microbial diversity, biomass and activity in the AL, which is decreasing towards the PL (Yergeau et al., 2010; Mackelprang et al., 2011; Frank-Fahle et al., 2014; Taş et al., 2014; Gittel et al., 2014a,b; Deng et al., 2015).
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However, the impact of microbes on SOM degradation processes and greenhouse gas production remains unclear. Only a few studies have combined microbial community composition and activity measurements. Interestingly, experiments showed that microbial communities in the PL changed rapidly in structure and function upon thawing, indicating that the newly available SOM can be processed instantly (Mackelpra ng et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2015). Whether this degradation will result in increased CO₂ or CH₄ fluxes depends strongly on conditions at the permafrost site, including soil type, water content and if aerobic or anaerobic conditions are dominating (Lee et al., 2012; Elberling et al., 2013). Additionally, the microbial contribution to greenhouse gas emissions is not fully understood (Elberling et al., 2004; McCalley et al., 2014).

One important challenge in all soil studies is the heterogeneous character of a soil profile (Elkateb et al., 2003). Nevertheless, most permafrost studies compare microbial communities based on broad scales, comparing surface (AL) with deep (PL) samples and knowledge regarding fine-scale shifts throughout the soil core is still scarce. In this study, we therefore investigated the changes in microbial community structure along a fine scaled depth profile, following, in a high resolution (every 3–4 cm), the transition from AL into the PL in a 2-m soil core from Svalbard. For activity measurements, five different depths were chosen based on the community differences identified in the high resolution analysis. Subsamples from the five zones from this core and another core from the same sampling site were thawed, incubated at 4°C (±1) and gas fluxes were monitored (CO₂, CH₄ and N₂O) over intervals of hours to months.

Our study aims to precisely capture the changes in microbial community composition throughout a 2-m soil profile, spanning from the AL into the permafrost and to identify potential connections between community structure and greenhouse gas fluxes. This information is crucial to improve computational predictions of climate change effects that include microbial processes (Schwalm et al., 2010). To better understand these processes, we need detailed knowledge on how permafrost communities are structured and on their metabolic response to thaw.

Results
Soil characteristics

Several chemical parameters were analysed for core 1 as this core was used for the high resolution profile of 16S rRNA gene sequencing data. Overall, the soil structure throughout the core was found to be homogenous (Fig. 1A), as confirmed using X-ray Computer Tomography (Fig. 1E), where estimated bulk densities ranged between 0.3 and 0.4 g cm⁻³. The soil sampling site is covered with Late Holocene loess deposits and is characterized by a high silt/sand content of up to ~47% (Bang-Andreasen et al., 2017). Due to the high silt/sand content the site is relatively well-drained. In this location, the combination of continuous sedimentation and freezing conditions resulted in thickening of the PL, where organic C surface layers were buried with time and can be observed throughout the core in thin layers (Fig. 1A). This is reflected in the homogenous character of soil properties such as total carbon (TC), total nitrogen (TN) and pH (Fig. 1F).

Microbial community composition

The high resolution analysis of 16S rRNA genes from core 1 showed characteristic differences in relative abundance of the predominant microbial groups originating from the AL and PL (Fig. 1B) and these differences were also observed in corresponding depths of core 2 (Fig. 4C). In the AL, the most abundant phyla were Acidobacteria (14% on average), Actinobacteria (9%), Proteobacteria (24%) and Verrucomicrobia (16%) (Figs 1B and 4C). The community composition in the PL was entirely different and mainly dominated by Actinobacteria with an average relative abundance of 70% (±13%) in core 1 and 41% (±1%) in core 2 (Figs 1B and 4C). There were only four operational taxonomic units (OTUs) belonging to Intrasporangiaceae (family) that corresponded to the Actinobacteria sequences. In both cores, Archaea were generally underrepresented with a maximum relative abundance of 0.5% and OTUs were predominantly assigned to Crenarchaeota (class MBGA) and Euryarchaeota (class Thermoplasmata).

While broad community differences between AL and PL could be observed based on the subsampled segments from both cores, gradual fine-scale changes were only evident through the high resolution analysis of 16S rRNA genes from core 1 (Fig. 1B). As community composition was analysed every 3–4 cm, both gradual changes over depth and abrupt shifts could be observed. Especially the relative abundance of different classes of the phylum Proteobacteria showed fine-scale changes within the AL (Fig. 1B and Supporting Information Fig. S1). The abundance of Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria decreased gradually from 24% to 7% and 11% to 1.5% respectively (Fig. 1B). The decrease in relative abundance in the AL of those two classes correlated with depth (Alphaproteobacteria: \( r = -0.85, p < 0.002 \) and Gammaproteobacteria: \( r = -0.89, p < 0.001 \)), while no significant correlations to C, pH or water content could be identified (Table 1). An opposite trend was observed for the class Betaproteobacteria, which was underrepresented down to 36 cm before their relative abundance increased from 4% to 22% down to 75 cm. Other phyla, like the Gemmatimnodetes and candidate phylum AD3 also increased in...
abundance from 42 cm down to 75 and 68 cm respectively. A general decrease down to 75 cm could be observed for the phyla Acidobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Chloroflexi and Planctomycetes. Throughout the entire core, an increase or decrease in relative abundance of certain taxa significantly correlated with depth, while correlations to C concentrations, pH and water content were predominantly not significant (Table 1).

We detected a major shift in microbial community composition at 75–78 cm depth in the AL. This was mainly driven by changes in relative abundance of Bacteroidetes (class Bacteroidia), which increased from 2% to 54% and Proteobacteria, which decreased from 34% to 8%. Bacteroidetes (class Bacteroidia) stayed abundant until 85 cm before decreasing to <0.5% within the next 7 cm of the soil core. We identified major differences in Bray–Curtis dissimilarity values, with 29% similarity at the transition from AL to TZ and from TZ to PL respectively. Consequently, this change at
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Table 1. Statistical analysis using the Pearson correlation coefficient to identify linear correlations throughout the entire core and the first 30 cm of active layer by comparing depth, and the soil properties carbon concentration, pH and water content with the relative abundance of the 20 most abundant taxa at class level.


|                  | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary | r     | p (two-tailed) | p summary |
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88 cm, where the microbial community composition shifted towards a dominance of Actinobacteria, can be interpreted as the beginning of the PL and the depths between 78 and 85 cm as the TZ. An ANOSIM analysis on Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between the three layers observed in core 1 showed that they are significantly different to each other and justifies the introduction of the TZ as a biological independent layer in the permafrost core (Table 2). The three layers showed also significant differences in richness (Chao1), evenness (Simpson) and diversity (Shannon), illustrated in Fig. 2 (ANOVA, p < 0.0001). All three alpha diversity indices were higher in the AL and decreased significantly with depth down to the PL (Pearson’s r: Shannon [r = –0.8242] and Simpson [r = –0.7666] with p < 0.0001 and Chao1 [r = –0.5121] with p = 0.0002) (Fig. 1D). Beta-diversity analysis confirmed these differences and is illustrated by a multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) plot (Fig. 3). All samples from the PL shared 60% similarity, while AL samples only shared 20% similarity. Furthermore, the AL, TZ and PL samples grouped separately, with AL samples showing the widest distribution with a clear, gradual clustering from surface to deeper AL samples. The subsampled segments (AL-1, AL-2, TZ-3, PL-4 and PL-5) from core 1 and core 2 used in the incubation experiments were chosen based on community composition results from the high resolution analysis of core 1. All five segments from core 1 revealed a characteristic community composition and grouped according to the depth they were taken from (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Table S3). The five segments from core 2 were taken from similar depths and community composition was comparable to the corresponding layers in core 1 (Figs 3 and 4C). One exception was the absence of a Bacteroidetes dominated TZ in core 2, instead, community composition in the TZ-3 sample from this core was more similar to the AL-2 sample from core 1 (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Table S3). The characteristic differences between AL and PL segments observed for core 1 were also present in core 2 and included the decrease of Alphaproteobacteria and increase of Betaproteobacteria with increasing AL depth and the dominance of Intrasporangiaceae in PL samples (Fig. 4C).

Degradation potential of soil organic matter

The five segments (AL-1, AL-2, TZ-3, PL-4 and PL-5) were chosen based on community composition differences and used as models to simulate thawing conditions in different layers and to document CO₂ fluxes. Subsamples from the five segments from both cores were incubated for up to 122 days and CO₂ was measured regularly at eight time points for the first 19 days (Fig. 4A). Overall CO₂ emissions were higher in core 1 than core 2, but showed similar trends for the different segments (Fig. 4A). In core 1, highest CO₂ values were measured for PL-5 and lowest for AL-2 with 65 μg C-CO₂ g soil⁻¹ and 19 μg C-CO₂ g soil⁻¹ respectively.
Differences could be observed when the 19 days were divided into three phases. The first 24 h cover the release of trapped CO2 (phase 1), the next 5 days mark the first CO2 production phase (phase 2) and the last 12 days represent the later CO2 production phase (phase 3). PL-5, PL-4 and TZ-3 had all high amounts of stored CO2 which were released during the first 24 h. AL-1 and AL-2 released only small amounts during this first phase. The production during phase 2 was highest in PL-5 (29 μg C-CO2 g soil−1) and decreased towards AL-1 (12 μg C-CO2 g soil−1). The most contrasting rates between the five segments were observed during production phase 3, when AL-1 showed the highest CO2 emissions with 47 μg C-CO2 g soil−1 making up for 78% of the total emissions within 19 days.

Overall similar trends, as described above, could be observed for the representative segments from core 2. By comparing both treatments, we found that CO2 emissions were always higher under aerobic incubations, with up to 4.2 times more CO2 produced for AL-1 in phase 3 (Fig. 4A). The last sampling point was after 122 days and during this 103 day period, AL-1 samples produced the most CO2 with 1,207 μg C-CO2 g soil−1 (Supporting Information Fig. S4), while the segments TZ-3, PL-4 and PL-5 released around 800 μg C-CO2 g soil−1 and AL-2 produced only 330 μg C-CO2 g soil−1.

All layers released significant amounts of CO2, thereby showing spatial (ANOVA, core 1: p = 0.0369; core 2: p = 0.007) and temporal (ANOVA, core 1: p = 0.0032; core 2: p = 0.0041) differences. These differences were compared with the community composition in the different layers and visualized in a redundancy analysis biplot (Fig. 5). The redundancy analysis (RDA) model included the OTU abundance matrix as response variables and CO2 emission values for the three categories (24 h; 24 h to 6 days; and 6–19 days) as predictor variables, which explained 46.2% (p = 0.016) of the total variance. Bacterial abundance indicated as 16S rRNA gene copies determined by qPCR (Supporting Information Fig. S5) showed no statistical significant correlation with CO2 emission values. For core 1, chemical parameters such as DOC, DTN, NH4-N, pH and water content, before and after 19 days of incubation, were measured. The results showed no major differences between the two different treatments and incubation time (Supporting Information Fig. S3).
Metagenomics analysis

We were interested in identifying functional differences in the different layers of the core as well as differences due to the induced thawing conditions of the incubation experiment (Fig. 6). First, differences between the four analysed segments were greater than differences caused by incubation for up to 16 days (Supporting Information Fig. S4). Changes in gene abundance over the course of the 16 days of incubation were more pronounced under
aerobic conditions than in anaerobic treatments, where microbial communities remained relatively unchanged (data not shown). Overall, most reads (>60%) were assigned to genes involved in various metabolisms, of which the carbohydrate metabolism was most represented with 10%–15% of all reads, but varying for each layer. Glycolysis, starch and sucrose metabolism and degradation of aromatic compounds were overrepresented in the PL, while the fructose metabolism and the pentose phosphate pathway were pronounced in the TZ (Fig. 6). In the AL, benzoate and xyline degradation and the galactose metabolism were overrepresented. After 16 days of thaw, the relative abundance of these KEGG pathways changed considerably in three of the four layers, only AL-2 samples showed no or minimal changes (Fig. 6). Common for all layers was an increase in reads assigned to DNA repair mechanisms and decarboxylases. The most pronounced change after 16 days of thaw was an increase in relative abundance of genes connected to ABC transporters and the two-component system. Changes in the relative abundance of carbohydrate pathways were considerably less pronounced after 16 days of thaw. Additionally, the layers where a certain carbohydrate pathway was overrepresented compared with the other layers, also had the strongest reduction of the respective pathway after 16 days of thaw, for example, the decrease in relative abundance of the starch and sucrose metabolism in AL-1 and PL-5 (Fig. 6).

**Discussion**

**Fine-scale resolution**

Numerous studies have characterized the microbial community structure of permafrost-affected soils, but mostly on broader scales (Yergeau et al., 2010; Wilhelm et al., 2011; Frank-Fahle et al., 2014; Koyama et al., 2014; Taş et al., 2014; Gittel et al., 2014a,b; Deng et al., 2015; Schostag et al., 2015). So far, only two studies characterized shifting microbial communities at a finer scale (Kim et al., 2016; Tripathi et al., 2018). They analysed the AL of Alaskan organic rich tundra soils in steps of 5 cm and showed that a high resolution analysis of the soil profile can reveal unique changes in relative abundance of certain bacterial groups with depth.

Here, a permafrost core from Svalbard was analysed at 3–4 cm intervals to a depth of 2 m. Due to the fine resolution, we were able to identify microbial community shifts in the AL and the PL, and further to distinguish a structurally unique and different TZ between these layers. Throughout the entire core, bacteria were dominating over archaea, which could be detected at various depths, but did not exceed abundances of more than 0.5% of the total community. Low archaeal abundances have been reported before and especially the absence of methanogenic archaea has been associated with low water content, similar to the soil investigated in this study (Høj et al., 2006; Yergeau et al., 2010; Rivkina et al., 2016). We identified similar trends as seen in Kim et al. (2016) for the bacterial community in the AL, where the relative abundance of Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and Acidobacteria decreased, whereas Betaproteobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes and candidate phylum AD3 increased with soil depth. The community shifts caused by the different abundances of Proteobacteria and the other phyla have to some extent been described before (Koyama et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016), and correlated with different soil horizons based on C turnover. Although those studies were based on organic soils, we could identify similar community shifts in our mineral soil core with <5% C content. The higher abundance of Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria in the upper AL has been speculated to correlate with higher C and nutrient availability (Koyama et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016). However, Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria were also more abundant in the upper AL of our core, despite the overall low C content in this mineral soil. This indicates that C availability alone might not be suitable to explain changes in the relative abundance of Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria in Arctic soils with both low and high carbon concentrations. The current study can, however, not discriminate whether the observed decline in abundance is related to carbon related factors like C quality or a combination of several factors, including oxygen availability and redox effects.

Betaproteobacteria and especially taxa belonging to the uncultured and uncharacterized order SBia14 and the order Gallionellales increased in abundance in the deeper AL. As Gallionellales are chemolithotrophic iron-oxidizers, their increase in relative abundance might be connected to an increase in available Fe(II), which they use as primary energy source (Emerson et al., 2015). In mineral soils, Fe(II) is less likely to be bound to organic ligands and therefore available for oxidation by iron-oxidizing bacteria (Liang et al., 1993). Other taxa that increased in relative abundance in the deeper AL belong to the phylum Gemmatimonadetes and the candidate phylum AD3 and have been detected in deeper soils before (Costello, 2007; Taş et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2015). It is unclear which environmental factors are causing their increase, as members of these phyla are largely uncharacterized. While dry soils and neutral pH have been associated with a higher abundance of Gemmatimonadetes (DeBruyn et al., 2011), higher abundances of candidate phylum AD3 were associated with low carbon concentrations (Jansson and Taş, 2014). Interestingly, all phyla, independent of increasing or decreasing
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abundance towards the deeper AL, abruptly changed from 75 to 78 cm, due to the tremendous increase in relative abundance of Bacteroidetes (from 2% to 54%; Fig. 1). The Bacteroidetes-dominated zone likely coincides with a geocryological defined transition zone, which, according to the three-layer conceptual model, describes a zone between the seasonally thawed AL and the stable PL, with subdecadal freeze–thaw transitions (Shur et al., 2005). The thickness of the AL is variable in Adventdalen and can range between 63 and 90 cm within a 20 m radius of our study site (field measurements in 2016 and Cable et al., 2018). These AL maximum depths however suggest that a TZ above the permafrost table in core 1 might have been located where we also identified the high Bacteroidetes abundance. It might also explain why we did not identify this zone of high Bacteroidetes abundance at similar depths in core 2. As the community composition of TZ-3 segment from core 2 was most similar to the AL-2 samples from core 1, the AL might have extended deeper in core 2 than in core 1 and hence might explain why we did not identify the actual TZ with high Bacteroidetes abundance in core 2. The current study can, however, not provide evidence whether the high Bacteroidetes abundance is associated to the effects of recent thawing in the transition zone. High Bacteroidetes abundances in general have been associated with their metabolic flexibility and their ability to quickly respond to the easy available C and nutrients (Padmanabhan et al., 2003; Fierer et al., 2007). Chemical analysis of the TZ-3 samples from core 1 however, showed neither elevated carbon nor nitrogen levels compared with the neighbouring layers AL-2 and PL-4. It remains uncertain what factors caused this clear separation of the TZ or whether this layer might be a record of a particular condition in the past when it was formed and buried due to sedimentation processes. Interestingly, the dominance by one taxonomical group (unknown family; within the class Bacteroidia) in the TZ is followed by the dominance of another family (Intrasporangiaceae; within the phylum Actinobacteria) in the PL. The sharp community changes between the different layers, which we here demonstrate for the first time, are an indicator that community structures are highly flexible and might adapt quickly to distinct conditions.

Studies of permafrost from other Arctic regions have reported a high variability of bacteria belonging to the phyla of Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Chloroflexi, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (Hansen et al., 2007; Yergeau et al., 2010; Mackelprang et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012; Jansson and Taş, 2014). In our study, we observed a dominance of only four OTUs, belonging to the family of Intrasporangiaceae, which accounted for up to 80% of the entire community in the PL in core 1 (Fig. 1B) and up to 42% in core 2 (Fig. 4C). High dominance of this Actinobacteria family has been seen in permafrost soils before (Gittel et al., 2014b: Greenland up to 8%; Gittel et al., 2014a: Siberian Arctic up to 47%), but to our knowledge never been reported in such consistent high numbers throughout the entire PL. It has been discussed that these Actinobacteria are globally successful in permafrost environments due to their adaptations to low C availability and capabilities to degrade complex C compounds, like cellulose, cellobiose and lignin (DeAngelis et al., 2011; Giongo et al., 2013; Gittel et al., 2014b).

Greenhouse gas fluxes and functional genes

Although respiration takes place at sub-zero temperature, several studies have shown a rapid increase in respiration upon thaw, probably due to the availability of liquid water (Clein and Schimel, 1995; Larsen et al., 2002; Elberling and Brandt, 2003; Mackelprang et al., 2011). Nikrad et al. (2016) therefore suggested that several parameters, including temperature, C content and changes in the physical environment should be included when comparing respiration rates. In our study, we included the microbial community composition as an additional factor regarding respiration rates.

We were able to show, that both incubation conditions and soil depth with associated differences in microbial community structure influence CO₂ fluxes during permafrost thaw (Fig. 4A). Incubations with a different community structure showed different respiration rates. The highest difference was observed between AL-1 and AL-2 incubations from core 1. Within 19 days, AL-1 samples released 60 µg C-CO₂ per gram soil, while samples from AL-2 released three times less (Fig. 4A). Similar low CO₂ production rates were observed for samples from the TZ-3 of core 2 (Fig. 4A). As the community composition of TZ-3 from core 2 was highly similar to the AL-2 segment from core 1 (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Table S3), suggests that depth-dependent differences in community composition might be one indicator for the CO₂ production potential (Fig. 5). If these findings can be applied to longer term and field conditions requires further investigations, as well as the identification of the active drivers of CO₂ production and their abundance in the different communities. Further, the correlation between community composition and CO₂ fluxes that we observed, might also be driven by substrate specific factors which we did not measure. Nevertheless, our results highlight the complexity of microbial driven respiration throughout a permafrost core and the necessity for further detailed gas flux studies considering the different responses in the different layers.

Independent of soil layer and community structure, respiration rates were higher under aerobic than anaerobic
conditions, with up to four times more produced CO₂ (Fig. 4A). Similar results have been documented in a study with permafrost from Greenland, incubated for 12 years (Elberling et al., 2013) and a comparative study investigating aerobic and anaerobic permafrost incubations from different locations in Alaska and Siberia (Lee et al., 2012).

Under anaerobic conditions, the release of CO₂ was with 50 μg C-CO₂ per gram soil twice as high in PL-5 as in PL-4 and TZ-3 and almost three times as high as in AL-1 and AL-2. This indicates that the fermentative potential is highest in the deepest PL layer, which also represents the only layer which has not been thawed at any point since the beginning of the Holocene. Even though TZ-3 has been thawed during the last 15 years, similar amounts of stored CO₂ were released during the first 24 h compared with PL-5. This indicates that CO₂ is produced under freezing conditions and that CO₂ can be stored until it is released upon thawing (as previous documented by Elberling and Brandt, 2003).

In contrast to other permafrost incubations, we could not detect CH₄ production in any of our treatments. The absence of methane production has been shown to be connected to iron and sulphate reduction processes, which energetically outcompete methanogenesis under anaerobic conditions (Patrick and Jugsuindra, 1992; Megonigal et al., 2004). The metagenomics analysis confirmed that methanogenesis might not have been activated, as genes involved in methane production were at a very low level or absent throughout the entire soil core, while genes encoding iron transporter proteins and sulfide reductases, were widely expressed and abundant throughout the core.

This analysis also revealed that of all metabolisms, most genes were assigned to several carbohydrate pathways, varying for the different layers. The microbial community in the AL was involved in various carbohydrate degradation pathways, whereas communities in deeper layers depended on smaller organic substrates for energy conservation and degradation of complex aromatic compounds. Especially, transport and signalling genes were overrepresented in the AL and increased upon incubation. The abundance of certain genes changed in nearly all soil layers over the course of the incubation, with the exception of the lower part of the AL (AL-2) (Supporting Information Fig. S4). This was also the layer that, despite the genomic potential to degrade various carbon sources, produced the least amount of CO₂ during the incubation. It remains unclear why CO₂ production rates differed so substantially within the AL. These spatial and temporal differences in CO₂ production within the different layers indicate important implications for future climate change models which incorporate permafrost greenhouse gas release.

Conclusion

In this study, high resolution profiling of the microbial community throughout an entire 2-m permafrost core from Svalbard allowed us to closely follow changes. It showed significant differences between the AL and the PL, with the latter being dominated by Intrasporangiaceae and revealed a ~8 cm spanning TZ with a clearly different community, dominated by Bacteroidetes. Further, we showed that CO₂ release from our permafrost samples varied within the different layers and during different incubation periods. Together, our results indicate that the spatial and temporal variability of CO₂ is reflected in the fine-scale variations of microbial communities throughout the permafrost core, that can change dramatically even within 3 cm. Due to observed structural variability of permafrost soils we cannot expect our identified microbial and activity patterns to be universal. However, the results from our study strengthen the necessity of detailed high resolution microbial community permafrost profiles to understand how the different microbes are distributed, how they interact and how they function in this globally important and changing Arctic environment.

Experimental procedures

Study site and sampling

Soil samples were obtained from a characteristic low-centred ice-wedge polygon site in the valley Adventdalen on Svalbard (78.186 N, 15.9248E). Overall, two separate cores were drilled; the first core was obtained in April 2011 and is referred to as ‘core 1’ and a replicate core was drilled at the same coordinates in July 2014 (‘core 2’). The high resolution sequencing and chemical analyses are based on soil samples from core 1. Subsamples (n = 2–6) from each of the analysed 50 sections of the core were used as replicates for the 16S rRNA gene sequencing (Supporting Information Table S1). The incubation experiments included samples from five representative segments from core 1 and at similar depths five segments from core 2 (Supporting Information Table S2). Samples from these five layers used in the incubation experiments were also used for 16S rRNA gene sequencing. The incubation experiments and chemical analyses included three to four replicates.

Soil processing and chemical properties

To remove potential core surface contaminants, introduced during the drilling procedures, the outermost 2 cm were scraped off with sterile blades. The remaining inner part was kept frozen on dry ice and transferred to a sterile thick plastic bag and homogenized by hammering. Characteristic soil properties, such as pH, water content,
dissolved organic carbon, NO₃ and NH₄⁺ were measured for most of the subsections of core 1 used for the high resolution profile and for all segments from both cores used for the incubation experiments.

**X-ray CT scanning**

The core was X-ray CT scanned using a modified Siemens Somatom HiQ medical CT scanner at 133 kV. To obtain bulk density, the CT scanner was calibrated by scanning a number of materials having known density. The data were analysed using imageJ (Schindelin et al., 2015).

**Soil incubations and gas-flux measurements**

All preparations for soil incubations were performed in a −20°C cold room. All incubation experiments included three replicates and covered five different segments (2 from AL, 1 from TZ and 2 from PL) from each of the two permafrost cores. Two gram of soil were added to sterilized glass vials (20 ml) and sealed with butyl rubber stoppers and aluminium crimps. Samples incubated under anaerobic conditions were flushed with nitrogen for 1 min. Three millilitres of headspace gas were collected from the vials immediately after the incubation was started and at 9 time points (4 h, 12 h, 24 h, 2 days, 4 days, 6 days, 16 days, 19 days and 122 days) during incubation. After each gas collection, aerobic or anaerobic conditions were re-established. The gas samples were transferred into 3 ml Exetainer glass vials and analysed for CO₂, CH₄ and N₂O on a SRI 8610C gas chromatograph. Measurements for CH₄ and N₂O were below the detection limit in all the segments and data was therefore not included. All samples were incubated at 4(±1)°C in the dark.

**DNA extraction, 16S rRNA gene amplification and amplicon sequencing**

Frozen soil from homogenized segments of the core was used for DNA extractions, following manufacturer’s instructions of the PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (Mobio, Carlsbad, USA) and performed in triplicates with minor modifications. Instead of 0.25 g, 0.3–0.4 g soil was used for the DNA extraction and an additional incubation step of 70°C for 5 min was included after solution C1 was added. Information regarding the subsample depth, the number of replicates, DNA concentration and the number sequences before and after processing is listed in Supporting Information Table S1. DNA amplification included a two-step nested PCR approach with primers 519F [CAGCMGCCGCGTAA; (Øvreås et al., 1997)] and 806R [GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT; (Caporaso et al., 2011)] targeting the bacterial and archaean 16S rRNA gene V4 hypervariable region. Details can be found in (Wilson et al., 2017). Libraries were send to the Yale Center for Genome analysis (Yale University, the W.M. Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory, CT, USA) and the Norwegian Sequencing Centre (Oslo, Norway) for high-throughput sequencing on a MiSeq platform (Illumina). Sequencing data is available at ‘The European Bioinformatics Institute’ under study accession number PRJEB21759 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk).

**Bioinformatic sequence analysis**

Sequencing data was processed using different bioinformatic tools incorporated in the Qime-processing platform using version 1.9.1. (Caporaso et al., 2010). A total of 13,669,151 sequences were retrieved from 151 samples. Prokaryotic OTUs were selected at a sequence similarity threshold of 97% using a de novo uclust (Edgar, 2010) OTU clustering method with default parameters and taxonomy assigned, using the Greengenes reference database (DeSantis, 2006). OTUs with a taxonomic identification were assembled to an OTU table providing abundances for each sample excluding singletons and unassigned OTUs. After removal of singletons and unassigned OTUs, a total of 37,016 unique OTUs at 97% sequence identity were retrieved. Alpha diversity, including Shannon and Simpson indices (Shannon, 1948; Simpson, 1949) and Chao richness (Chao, 1984), was calculated using a rarefied sample set, standardized to the smallest read number of 3,500 sequences per sample. To test for multivariate environmental correlation with the prokaryotic community structure, the programs primer-e version 6 (Plymouth, UK) and Canoco 5 (ter Braak and Šmilauer, 2012) were used. Among others, Bray-Curtis resemblance, ANOSIM and principal component analyses (PCA) were calculated using these programs. MDS plot was used to illustrate the variation of bacterial diversity based on Bray–Curtis dissimilarity values of sequenced 16S rRNA gene data. For the RDA, the OTU abundance matrix was log transformed and used as response variables, while CO₂ emission values for the three categories (24 h; 24 h to 6 days; and 6–19 days) were used as predictor variables.

**Metagenomics analysis**

Samples for metagenomics Illumina High-Seq sequencing were collected from four of the five different segments (2 from AL, 1 from TZ and 1 from PL) from core 1 used in the incubation experiment. Triplicate soil samples of 0.3–0.4 g were collected before the incubation started and after 16 days of thaw under aerobic conditions, frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen and stored in at −80°C.
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DNA was extracted using the PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (Mobo, Carlsbad, USA) as described above. DNA was sent to WSU Genomics Core (Washington, Spokane) where DNA was quality checked and libraries prepared using 100 ng DNA per sample and the Illumina® TruSeq® Nano DNA Library Prep kit (Illumina), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Metagenomics shot sequencing data was analysed using the ATLAS software package and standard settings (White et al., 2017). Raw paired-end Illumina reads (.fastq format) were extended for overlaps by using FLASH (Magoc and Salzberg, 2011), after which PHRED was removed using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), the reads were trimmed with trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and then quality control was performed with FastQC (Andrews, 2010). Overlapped paired-end reads (from FLASH) and unpaired reads were assembled using MEGAHIT (Li et al., 2015). The resulting contigs were subsampled for lengths >1 kbp and translated to protein-coding open reading frames (ORFs) using Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) in metagenome mode and annotated using DIAMOND (Buchfink et al., 2015) blastp for protein–protein searching. DIAMOND blastp high-scoring pairs were filtered to user specified bitscore and e-value cut-offs (defaults >200 and < 1 × 10^-7 respectively). Functional annotation utilizes non-redundant RefSeq (O’Leary et al., 2016) and obtains KEGG (Ogata et al., 1999) (i.e., KO number) annotations from EggNOG reference database. KEGG reads were normalized to metagenome size and relative abundance differences between layers were normalized for each pathway. ATLAS uses RefSeq high-scoring pairs along with NCBI’s taxonomy assignments reference tree via a modified majority voting-method that utilizes lowest common ancestor (Hanson et al., 2016), to determine the lowest common ancestor represented across all ORFs present within a single contig. Functional and taxonomic count data was obtained by mapping quality controlled reads to assembled contig annotations using Bowtie2, then parsed using featureCounts of the Subread package (Liao et al., 2014). Sequencing details can be found in Supporting Information Table S4. Metagenomics sequencing data is deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the bioproject accession number PRJNA476617.

Statistical analysis

ANOSIM analysis comparing Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between samples for the three different permafrost zones was performed using the program primer-e version 6 (Plymouth, UK). Calculations for ANOVA and the Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) were performed using GraphPad Prism v 6.01 for Windows (GraphPad Software, CA, USA). Differences in CO₂ emission in the different layers and for the three time periods (24 h; 24 h to 6 days; 6–9 days) during the incubation experiment were analysed by one-way ANOVA with p < 0.05 as threshold for statistical significance. To compare the differences of the three alpha diversity indices for the different layers, one-way ANOVA was performed and Pearson’s r to indicate whether those indices decreased significantly with depth. Further, Pearson’s r linear correlations were carried out to investigate the significance of correlation between the 16S rRNA relative abundance data and depth and the soil properties C concentration, pH and water content.
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**Supporting Information**

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher’s web-site:

**Appendix S1:** *Fig. S1.* Heat map displaying the highly represented (additive relative abundance >90%) bacterial groups at class level across the permafrost depth profile. Each of the bacterial groups is coloured according to its maximum abundance at any depth of the core. The darkest blue illustrates maximum, yellow medium and red lowest abundances.

*Fig. S2.* CO₂ emissions over 103 days incubation of permafrost samples, calculated for the period between days 19 and 122. Experiments were performed with 2 g soil samples from five segments of core 1 covering the AL, TZ and PL (Supporting Information Table S2). Samples were incubated at 4–6°C under aerobic (+) or anaerobic (−) conditions.

*Fig. S3.* Soil chemistry, including DOC, DTN, NH₄-N, C/N ratio, pH and water content of the permafrost incubations of the five segments from core 1, measured before (black) and after 19 days of incubation under aerobic (blue) and anaerobic (green) conditions.

*Fig. S4.* PCA of 16 metagenomes based on frequencies of KEGG annotated read frequency. Samples are coloured according to segments from the incubation experiment. Dark blue = Active Layer 1; Light blue = Active Layer 2; Green = Transition Zone 3; Red = Permafrost Layer 5. The time point of incubation is given by the sample label and only aerobic incubations are included in the analysis.

**Table S1.** Detailed 16S rRNA sequencing information regarding the number of replicates and sequences before and after processing in Qime for the entire soil core profile.

**Table S2.** Overview of permafrost core segments used for the incubation experiments containing the depth and the characteristic layer represented by those segments.

**Table S3.** ANOSIM analysis of Euclidean distances between 16S rRNA gene sequencing data from the high resolution soil profile (core 1) and the sequencing data from the five chosen layers used in the incubation experiment from core 1 and core 2. The number indicates the grade of dissimilarity (1 = most dissimilar). The best similarity value for each incubation segment of the two cores is highlighted with a light green background.

**Table S4.** Summary of metagenomics sequencing results.